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Advancing Workforce Equity

As the workforce grows more diverse, 

racial inequities threaten the region’s 

economic prosperity.



Definition of Workforce Equity

In an equitable workforce, race, ethnicity, gender, and other 
demographic characteristics no longer predict one’s 
outcomes in the labor market. All people have equitable 
access to jobs that are safe, pay a living wage, offer benefits, 
provide career pathways, and opportunities for mobility. The 
workforce – both public and private – is representative of 
the general population at all different levels of skill and pay 
across occupational groups and sectors.

Our strategies are systemic so that equity is permanent. 













Our Guideposts for 
Implementation

• Elevate and amplify worker voice and worker power

• Use sector-based workforce development strategies 
to build pathways into good jobs for workers of color

• Improve job quality and economic security for 
workers of color

• Develop strategies to close racial gaps in the social 
determinants of work

• Leverage this report to inform and influence existing 
coalitions and convenings



Progressive Postsecondary Pathways (ProPath) Fund at the 



ProPath Fund
• ProPath Fund is a sub-fund of the Chicagoland Workforce Funder Alliance (CWFA) a local learning 

community.

• It is a place for Education and Workforce Funders to co-invest in ProPath work.
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What is a Progressive Postsecondary Pathway (ProPath)?

Progressive Postsecondary Pathways allow individuals to alternate between and 
combine periods of education/training and employment, and thereby progressively 
build towards college and career success over an extended period of time.

ProPath opportunities offer instruction (e.g., career focused instruction, on-the-job 
learning and training) and paid opportunities for growth and advancement.

Examples of ProPath opportunities may include apprenticeships (e.g., part of a trade, 
financial services) or credential and certificate programs (e.g., nurse certification).

Progressive Postsecondary Pathways

Identifying, Coordinating and Sharing Progressive Postsecondary Pathways 

Historically, there has been little knowledge of how to guide young adults towards 
quality propath opportunities. The ProPath Fund at the Chicagoland Workforce 
Funder Alliance (CWFA) is working to identify and promote quality propath 
opportunities so that all students have access to quality postsecondary options.



Objectives Guiding This Work
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Collect Accurate and Actionable Data

Create Shared Platforms, Technology and Tools

Establish Quality Guidance

- Status of programs?
- Plans for young adults may have changed.
- Mindsets may be shifting, but is there capacity? Is there enough 

enrollment?
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Activating 
Employers 
for Change



Chicagoland 
Healthcare 
Workforce 
Collaborative 
(CHWC)



Is it enough?




